
Category: Tactical: Positional understanding
Difficulty: Moderate

Redz Mor, edgewater, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

Teaneck U16 Rec Week 4 Passing and Possession

Technical - Passing and Receiving
Organization
Circle, size to fit group. Split group in two and start with 4 balls in
the middle.
Start with pass to the outside players, who receive and look to
pass it a different inside players.
When you receive from the outside you must pass to a different
outside player.
Progressions
Add in 1-2 more balls to increase difficulty.
Follow passing and receiving sequence. Receive from outside,
play inside, before playing outside again. Can mix up sequences
to suit difficulty.
Play one-two with outside before switching to different player.
Coaching points
Look for excellent passing and receiving technique.
Always playing with head up to look for next pass (search for target
player). Head up after receiving.
Communicate on and off the ball.
- Want the ball when not in possession - Scan area to try and receive and play.

Technical - Passing and Receiving (20 Mins)

A 4v3 Rondo with 3 free players on the outside, and a 1v3 on the
inside. This scenario builds on the Space/Awareness rondo by
removing restrictions on the defenders.
A point is scored for Blue if they successfully play into their Blue
teammate inside and he successfully plays back out (to a different
player) or if they connect 5 exterior passes.
A point is scored for Red if they steal.
Proceed to 5-10 points depending on time constraints or
success/lack thereof, then shift roles as desired.

4v0 3v1 (20 mins)

3v1
The same practice now includes 1 defender. Have this be the
player who has taken the shot for their attacking team now turn
and defend.
Coaching points
- Attack with pace
- Correct weight of pass
- Communication
- Angles of support in triangles not flat line
- Don't be beyond defender (offside)
- Timing and weight of pass
Progression
- Add a second defender to create 3v2. The player who takes the
shot goes off and the other 2 stay on to defend

3v1



SSG 6v6 (30 mins)
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